This paper uses factor and discriminant analyses to generate indices of globalization. The first part of the paper describes the technique and we find that the Netherlands is the most globalized and Sierra Leone the least. In the second part of the paper, comparisons are made between South Asian, East Asian and Middle East countries to see if relative globalization process is proceeding at a faster or slower pace. Although the analysis is mostly regional, we introduce evidence for several countries, ip.cluding Sri Lanka, Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand, India and Malaysia to compare globalization and openness. Based on our findings, several conclusions are drawn concerning progress made and the economic implications of that progress. Because of the poor showing of Pakistan's globalization efforts, special attention has been focused on that country.
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Form Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to Washington Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and Reports, 1215 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1204, Arlington VA 22202-4302. Respondents should be aware that notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall be subject to a penalty for failing to comply with a collection of information if it does not display a currently valid OMB control number. Prescribed by ANSI Std Z39-18 economic reforms that started them to increased integration in the world economy. While the reasons for" these reforms vary from country to country, all generally reflect dissatisfaction with the results of their inward oriented development strategies initiated in the 1950s and 19608. Also each was resigned to the observation by the late Dr. Mahbub ul Haq (1998) to the effect that globalization is no longer an option, but instead it is a fact. His view---that developing countries either to learn to manage globalization more s~llfully or simply drown in the global crqss currents:--was increasingly accepted by many key policy makers in' the region~0 'T he purpose of this paper is to, ex~mine globalization patteIJl~~nSo~th Asia at the tum of the century. Comparisons are made with other regions' to determine if the globalization! liberalization process has proceeded at a greater or lesser pace. Based on our findings, several conclusions are drawn concerning progress made and the economic implications of that progress. Because Pakistan's globalization efforts are shown to be the most disappointing to date, special attention is focused on that country.
Approaches towards defining globalization
When examining globalization, one of the first issues is to define exactly what one'is talking about (Dunn, 2001) . Even a casual reading of the literature suggests that globalization means quite ,different things to differentpeople. To some scholars, globalization per se is not the ,means to t~e desired end. As Du~t~(20~7) ha~recently, mentioned:
In the absence of economic regionalization, the paradigm of globalization is likely to be operationally dysfunctional. ... Regionalization can help regional' economic unions/ communities enjoy competitive sha~es of world output-and trade and thus become . competitive actors in the inter-regional competitive world 'market, co l1 tributing to the success of globalism.
Other economists see a growing link between globalization and conflict,' especially internal conflict such as civil' war (Hegre, Gissinger, &, Oleditsch~2002) .Whether . globalization is the means toward economic growth or the precursor to more conflict, one needs to define what we mean by globaJiiation., GriswoI4(2000) suggests, globalization is the growing liberalization of international trade and; investment which result in increases in the integration of national economies. Henderson (1999) has expanded this definition to include five related but distinct parts:
• The increasing tendency for firms to think, plan, operate, and invest for the future with reference to markets and opportunities across the world as a whole.
• The growing ease and cheapness of international communications, with the Internet as the leading aspect.
• The trend towards closer internat~pnal economic iJ;ltegration, resu~ting in tile diminished importance of political boundaries. This trend is fueled party the first two trends, but even more powerfully oy official policies aimed at trade and investment liberalization.
• The apparently growing significance ofissues ariel problepls extend~llgbeyond national boundaries and the resulting impetus to deal with theI11 throu'gh~ome (orm of. internationally concerted action.
